Introduction Ceremony
Pre-Ceremony Instructions
Alcohol being delivered to the bride's family

The Bride's side of the tent
The groom's representative beginning negotiations
Our representative showing respect to the bride's rep.

The Bride's sisters and friends
More alcohol
The sharing of the alcohol

some of the gifts given to the bride's family
one of the goats given to the bride's family
The cow being brought to the bride's family

beautiful braids
The mother, bride, and sister of the bride

The bride kneeling in front of her fiancé
Cutting the cake

The bride sharing the cake with everyone
Alicia dinner plate - the food was amazing!

Pre-party preparations
Our friend Rose

Our friend Carol
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The groom's family

Me in my gomesi
Alicia in her Gomesi

Stuffing newspaper in the belt to make it stiff
Rose in her Gomesi